Cut to the Chase

Videos

Teacher’s Notes

1. Carlton Draught Beer Chase
2. Skyfall Opening Scene Motorbike Chase

START
Play the ﬁrst nine seconds of video one and ask
students what has just happened. Give them a
minute to discuss in pairs before open class
feedback.
Don’t tell anyone if they are right yet.

Display the image and gapped sentence on the
next page and ask student to ﬁll in the missing
words. (Answers: Scary Movie / horror) Point
out that parody is both a noun and a verb.

Play from 00:09 to 00:15 and ask “What’s going
to happen?” Students answer the quesBon in
pairs and then open class feedback again.
Accept all answers e.g. They’re going to buy the
police oﬃcers a round / They’re going to bribe
them / The police oﬃcers are going to chase the
robbers etc.

Play from 00:15 to 00:22 and ask “Why didn’t
they take the car?”
Again, accept all answers e.g. You shouldn’t drink
and drive / They would have spilt (or spilled) their
pints / They didn't have the key etc.

Show the clip from 0:22 to 00:35 and ask what
the advert is parodying.
(Car chases)

Put students in groups of three or four and give
them ﬁve minutes to come up with a list of
typical things that happen in car chases in
movies.

Now show the advert from 00:35 to the end.
Award one point for each situaBon that appears
on their list and in the advert.
Display the descripBons of car chases on page 3.
Students work in pairs to change or remove
words so that the sentences describe the version
they saw in the advert. (Suggested answers p4)

Board their suggesBons, helping with vocabulary.
Some of these should come up: crash into /
bump into / collide with / swerve (to avoid sth) /
skid / overturn / roll over / drive up (or down)
some steps / run sb oﬀ the road etc.

Put students in A/B pairs si]ng back to back, with A facing the screen. Turn the sound oﬀ. Play clip 2 with the
sound oﬀ unBl 01:30. Student A describes to Student B what's happening while it's happening. Swap roles at
01:30 and play unBl the end. Ask how much of the vocabulary on the board students used. Now turn the sound
on and everyone watches the whole clip. A^erwards they say how good their partner’s descripBon was. If they
didn't use much of the new vocabulary before, which words could they have used? What vocabulary do they sBll
need? Have they seen the ﬁlm? If not. would they like to?

The ﬁlm __________ is a parody of ____________
movies.
It makes fun of them.

Typical scenes in car chases
• crashing into a pane of glass being carried
across the street and smashing it into
pieces
• jumping into the air as they go over the
crest of a hill and creaBng sparks as they
land
• going up the side of a ramp and skidding
back onto the ﬂat road
• smashing straight through a police
roadblock and destroying the barriers and
the police cars
• jumping over the gap le^ by a bridge
that's opening and landing successfully on
the other side.

The parody scenes
• bumping into a pane of glass being
carried across the street and spilling
their beer
• jumping into the air as they go over the
crest of a hill and landing without spilling
a drop
• going up the side of a ramp and
running back down onto the ﬂat road
• climbing over a police roadblock
without damaging it at all
• Jumping over the gap le^ by a bridge
that's opening and landing on a boat

